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ABSTRACT
Online outsourcing has recently gained popularity among small and medium sized manufacturing
companies as an efficient method for building flexible network of manufacturing counterparts.
Several electronic marketplaces have emerged within the last few years with the objective of enabling
large communities of buyers and sellers to virtually meet and establish new partnerships. Although emarketplaces typically provide different automated search capabilities, they mainly rely on human
users for final screening and evaluation of qualified suppliers. As the size of supply and demand pools
increase, human-based search becomes inefficient. This paper describes an effort for enhancing the
automation capabilities of web-based markets through an ontological approach. The proposed
ontology is referred to as Manufacturing Service Description Language. MSDL provides formal
semantic for manufacturing knowledge representation, thus allowing machine agents to actively
participate in supplier discovery process. Also, the proposed framework can serve as a major enabler
of Design for Sourcing (DFS).
Keywords: Manufacturing outsourcing, ontology, semantic search
1. INTRODUCTION
Web-based marketplaces for manufacturing services are currently the state-of-the-practice in
developing flexible supply networks for discrete part manufacturing [1, 2]. The growing popularity of
online markets for manufacturing services can be attributed to several factors such as low cost of
entrance, low cost of transaction due to elimination of market mediators, the possibility of interacting
with a far larger number of potential counterparts, and equal treatment of members regardless of their
size and global reach[3]. ChemConnect 1 and Covisint 2 are examples of online markets, in the
chemical and automotive industries respectively, which evolved rapidly within a few years and now
provide e-commerce services for several thousands of companies in more than 150 countries.
One of the key functions of online markets for manufacturing services (also known as Request for
Quote –RFQ- markets) is the search function. Figure 1 shows the general architecture of RFQ markets.
Suppliers, or sellers of manufacturing services, search the database of customers to find appropriate
RFQ’s to bid on. Similarly, customer, or buyers of manufacturing services, search the database of
suppliers to find capable suppliers for fulfilling their manufacturing needs. Both suppliers and
customers are indexed based on some criteria such as industry and product focus, materials, types of
services, location, and quality certification These criteria, however, are simplistic and often provide
incomplete picture of supplier’s potential match with requirements, leading to identification of
suppliers or customers that are irrelevant. Therefore, to arrive at more accurate results, the output of
the search engine is further refined by human users through reviewing the narrative description of
suppliers’ capabilities provided in a free-text format. But as the size of the search space increases,
human-based evaluation and screening becomes increasingly inefficient and error-prone.
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Figure 1. General architecture of online RFQ markets

One solution for enhancing the intelligence of the search process in such markets it perform the search
at a semantic level rather than a syntactic level. Semantic search capability highly depends on the
underlying information modeling formalism used in the market. Object-oriented models, that are the
most widely used models in RFQ markets, represent a domain of interest merely through objects and
properties of those objects. There is no mechanism for defining logical constraints that can further
represent the semantics of each object. Therefore, object-oriented models lack enough expressivity for
describing manufacturing domain knowledge in a rich and machine-interpretable fashion.
Additionally, due the rigid structure of the object-oriented models, expansion of the knowledge base is
not readily possible.
To address the identified gaps in the underlying information model of online RFQ markets, an
ontological approach is adopted in the current research. A formal ontology provides explicit
representation of information semantics, thus enabling autonomous reasoning and inference by
machine agents. In presence of a rich information model, more intelligent search algorithms can be
employed to improve the precision of the returned results. Researchers have used ontological approach
for dealing with semantic interoperability in distributed manufacturing [4-7]. However, the existing
ontologies do not have sufficient expressivity for addressing the supplier discovery problem.
The proposed ontology in this work is coupled with a set of intelligent search algorithms that can
quantify the semantic proximity of supply and demand entities. The search algorithms are designed
such that they can return partial matches based on the semantic similarities of the advertisement and
the query. The open-source architecture of the ontology will allow for customization of the search
logics based on particular scenarios. The extensible nature of the ontology will allow suppliers to
freely describe their capabilities using a wider range of concepts without being confined to a limited
set of terms provided by the RFQ market. Similarly, customers will have flexibility for formulating
their queries and can emphasize on a certain aspect of their desired service such as specialized
machine tools, quality control services, or packaging systems. One of the interesting aspects of a
shared ontology is that ontology users can extend the ontology as they use it. In this way, the ontology
will expand and evolve over time to include new terms and rules that form the manufacturing domain
knowledge.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The next section provides an overview of the
proposed ontology. The user interfaces required for demand description are discussed afterwards
followed by a brief description of the similarity measurement techniques used in this work. An
experimental evaluation of the proposed search technique is presented next. Finally, the implications
of the proposed framework for Design for Sourcing (DFS) are discussed in the closing section of the
paper.

2. MANUFACTURING SERVICE DESCRIPTION LANGUAGE (MSDL)
As mentioned earlier, to improve the intelligence of automated supplier discovery systems, the
expressivity of their underlying information model should be enhanced. One promising solution is
adaptation of an ontological approach for supply and demand representation. To this end, an ontology
is proposed in this work with the objective of semantic description of manufacturing services. The
proposed ontology is referred to as the Manufacturing Service Description Language (MSDL). OWLDL, a sub-language of OWL, is selected as the ontology language of MSDL. OWL is recommended
by World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) as the ontology language of the Semantic Web. OWL uses
XML as the syntax language; hence it has enough portability, flexibility, and extensibility for webscale applications. Description Logic (DL)[8] is supported by the Semantic Web (SW) meaning that
OWL-based ontologies can be shared, parsed, and manipulated through open-source web-based tools
and technologies. The underlying knowledge modeling formalism of OWL is DL. DL provides formal
syntax and semantics for developing information and knowledge models with a domain of interest in
terms of concepts, relationships between concepts and logical constraints that concepts must satisfy.
Since MSDL's semantics are mainly in the form of concept definitions and their interrelations
(taxonomies), the expressivity offered through DL is sufficient for knowledge representation in this
work. Due to its mathematically rigorous formalism, DL supports automated reasoning services such
as concept subsumption, concept equivalence, and concept consistency. The scope of MSDL, in the
initial development is limited to conventional machining services such as turning, drilling, and milling.

Figure 2. Concept diagram for Supplier Profile class

In MSDL, supply and demand are represented by Supplier Profile and RFQ classes respectively. As
can be seen in Figure 2, Supplier Profile has two major components, namely, the supplier and the
manufacturing services that the supplier provides. Services are further described through their
associated processes, materials, resources, and supporting services. Figure 3 shows the concept
diagram for RFQ. As shown in this figure, each RFQ has exactly one Customer. Also, an RFQ can
have multiple services. Each RFQ has a Part class connected to it through the hasPart property. The
Part class is used for defining the attributes of the part contained in the query. The Customer and
Supplier classes are both sub-classes of the Actor class, an imported class from the OWL-S 3ontology.
The Actor class contains the generic attributes required for introducing a supplier including name,
physical address, phone, fax, and web URL. However, more specific attributes such as industry focus,
product focus, company size, quality certifications, and years of experience, which collectively define
the actor’s profile, are directly connected to the Supplier and Customer classes.
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Figure 3. Concept Diagram for RFQ in MSDL

There are two major methods for encoding further semantics (beyond concepts and properties) in
MSDL. The first method is building taxonomies (i.e., explicit parent-child relationships) and the
second method is using formal definition of classes. For example, the semantics of Industry and
Product types are encoded in the form of explicit taxonomies based on North American Industry
Classification System 4 (NAICS) and United Nation Central Product Classification 5(UN CPC).
Concepts such as Process and Material are formally defined through necessary and sufficient
conditions. For example, Figure 4 provides the formal definition of the end milling process through the
major feed and cutting motions involved in this process. Since concepts such as Motion, Tool,
Machining, and Axis have their own formal definition software agents can understand and interpret
the meaning of the end milling process as opposed to merely relying on its name.
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and
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only
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and
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Figure 4. Formal definition of end milling process (picture courtesy of John Wiley & Sons
Inc.)

3. RFQ GENERATION
In order for the users to describe their capabilities and needs in terms of manufacturing services using
MSDL representation, two types of interfaces are required, one for customers and one for suppliers.
This paper focuses on the first type of interfaces that aid customers in accurately defining their
manufacturing requirements via RFQs. The generated RFQs can be maintained in a central directory
and suppliers’ search agents can query the directory and find the appropriate matches. Since ontology
editors such as Protégé 6 are designed at the outset to be used by the ontology developers who are
familiar with the technical aspects of the DL ontologies, it is necessary to provide the users with more
user-friendly and intuitive interfaces. Figure 5, Figure 6, and Figure 7 show examples of a web-based
interface developed for creating RFQ instances. The developed interfaces hide the complexities of the
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underlying knowledge-based model and provide the users with intuitive, yet comprehensive templates
for describing their capabilities and needs. Figure 5 shows the interface for collecting customer
information. Apart from general information such as name, business type, phone number, and web
address, customers can provide information on their particular industry and type of products they
produce. Industry and product focus are two key features of similarity based on the proposed search
algorithms.

Figure 5. The GUI for customer information

After providing general information about the customer, the next step is to define the part and the
manufacturing services that the part requires. Since a considerable amount of technical information
about a part is encapsulated in the CAD model of the part, it is a reasonable approach to extract the
part-related information automatically from the CAD file. Therefore, as can be seen in Figure 6,
customers can upload a part’s CAD file when they are providing information about the part
corresponding to a specific RFQ. In particular, from the CAD file, it is possible to automatically
extract the required machining processes. To this end, a Feature Recognition (FR) module is
incorporated in the proposed system that identifies manufacturing features of a given part and maps
them to relevant manufacturing processes. For example, if the CAD model contains at least one hole
feature it can be inferred that the part requires a drilling service.

Figure 6. The GUI for general RFQ
information

Figure 7. The GUI for service information

Dimensional information such as the bounding box of the part as well as dimensions of each feature
can also be obtained from the CAD file and incorporated in formulation of the RFQ. Dimensional
information is necessary to verify if the suppliers’ machine tools can accommodate the part and
provide the required tolerances.
The next interface, shown in Figure 7, deals with service information. If there is no CAD file available
for a part, customers can directly select the necessary manufacturing processes from the taxonomy of
processes available in MSDL. Also, through this interface, it is possible to identify the desirable
supporting services such packaging, heat treatment, or quality control. Furthermore, customer can
describe the specific machine tools they require for the service, the type of material the service should
be able to support, as well as the type of workpiece the service should accept.
4. SIMILARITY MEASUREMENT ALGORITHMS
The search space of the RFQ market consists of the profiles of the suppliers who provide various types
of manufacturing service together with RFQs that encode demand entities. The goal is to quantify the
similarities of each profile in the search space with a particular service request formulated as an RFQ.
The similarity of a supplier profile (SP) to a given query (Q) is calculated through the weighted
average of the similarities of the actor (i.e., the supplier who provides the service) and service portions
of the query, as shown by the following equation:
Sim(Q, SP) = w

actor

Sim actor +w

service

Sim

service

The actor and service similarity scores are themselves weighted averages of their respective elements.
The actor similarity score (Sim actor ) is a measure of the similarity of the desirable supplier described in
the query and the actual supplier who owns the profile of interest. Actor similarity score is composed
of three elements, namely, industry, product, and certification.
Sim

actor (Q,

SP) = w ind Sim ind + w prod Sim prod + w cert Sim cert

Since MSDL contains explicit classifications of industries and products, the similarity scores for
industry and product elements of the query are determined through a taxonomy-based approach as
shown by the following equation[12]:

Sim(CA , CB ) =

2log( ICsa )
log( ICA ) + log( ICB )

Where IC A and IC B are the information content (IC) of the two nodes being compared and IC sa is the
information content of their shared ancestor, or common parent, in the taxonomy tree.
The service similarity score (Sim service ) for a query and profile pair is measured along five dimensions
specified in the query which are processes, materials, required supporting services, production volume,
and required precision.
Sim

service

(Q, SP) = w proc Sim proc + w mat Sim mat + w SuppSer Sim SuppSer + w Vol Sim Vol+ w prec Sim prec

In the MSDL, process and material are formally defined through a set of necessary and sufficient
conditions (features). These conditions provide a semantic description of their associated concepts.

Therefore, a feature-based method can be employed for measuring the similarities of instances of
process or material classes through a comparison of each item’s conditions:

Sim( A, B) =

n A∩ B
n A∩ B + µ n A− B + ν n B− A

Where η A⋂ B is the number of conditions common to both the query and the search space class, η A-B is
the number of conditions in the query that are not in the search space class, and η B-A is the number of
conditions in the search space that are not in the query class. The variables μ and ν are weighting
factors to allow for stressing the importance of the query or the search space. A query can contain
more than one service. Therefore, the service similarity score can be measured either based on
maximum similarity between the requested services and the provided ones or it can be based on the
average service similarity obtainable in a query-profile pair.
5. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
To evaluate the potentials of the proposed matching technique in terms of correlation with human
judgment, a series of experiments were designed and conducted based on real-life data. A sample of
30 supplier profiles was collected from Thomas Net 7, a leading web-based portal for manufacturing
supplier outsourcing to form the base collection for the experiments. Supplier profiles in Thomas Net
are basically paragraphs of text describing the services a particular supplier offers, workable materials,
a brief description of the machineries and equipment, as well as product and industry focus of the
supplier. These textual descriptions were manually converted into MSDL vocabulary in order to
accurately describe the supplier capabilities semantically. Two real RFQs were selected from
Mfg.com 8, a major RFQ market in manufacturing domain. Figure 8 shows one of the selected RFQs
related to a swing arm made of alloy steel that requires end milling and counter poring processes. The
required tolerance is 0.001 inch and heat treating is expected as a secondary service in this RFQ. Also,
the desirable supplier for this RFQ serves machinery manufacturing industry and has expertise in
production of pumps, compressors, valves, or engine parts. The selected RFQs were given to the
domain experts along with the textual descriptions of the thirty suppliers in the base collection and
they were asked to rank the suppliers according to their suitability for producing the part described in
each RFQ. The textual descriptions were also searched using a keyword search method. Finally, the
RFQs were converted into MSDL and run on the MSDL search engine. The null hypothesis for this
experiment was that there is no meaningful difference between the results obtained from the keyword
search methods and the results returned by the MSDL search method whereas, the alternative
hypothesis claimed a meaningful difference.

Figure 8. Swing arm RFQ information

As a measure of performance for the competing search methods, Discounted Cumulative Gain
(DCG)[13] was employed. DCG quantifies the usefulness or gain of search results by examining both
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the relevance of the returned suppliers as well as the order by which they are returned. The rankings
produced by the domain experts were considered to be the ideal results and were treated as the point of
reference. Since two experts were using different approaches for supplier selections, two independents
DCG analysis were performed based each expert. Figure 9 summarizes the final results obtained
through the experimentations. In this figure, the vertical axis represents the normalized DCG value.
Overall, findings of this experiment were in favor the alternative hypothesis that suggests semantic
search yields more accurate and robust results as compared to the keyword search method. The main
advantages of semantic search technique over keyword search technique are 1) higher correlation with
human judgment and 2) Higher robustness.
Higher correlation with human judgment : As can be seen in Figure 9, MSDL search method
outperforms keyword-based search method in three out of four cases. Particularly in the
second query, which contains more detailed information, the results obtained through the
MSDL search engine demonstrate a meaningful improvement over the keyword method. The
reason is that as the complexity of the query increases, so does the level of required reasoning
and inference for arriving at useful results. A study of the online RFQ markets revealed that a
typical RFQ is more complex than the queries used in this experiment, which makes the
manual search extremely time-consuming and inefficient especially when the size of search
space grows.
Higher robustness: Keyword based search method is highly sensitive to the syntax of the
block of text being searched and the specific keywords being used for the search. This can
result in suppliers constantly modifying their textual description to introduce as many
keywords as possible to inflate their keyword based score. This is similar to websites in
general and their attempts to gain a higher Google ranking. For example, one supplier may
simply state they “provide a wide range of machining services” and other may state they
“provide the following services: turning, grinding, drilling, and milling.” Both statements are
semantically similar, but if a person is querying for specific services such as “turning” and
“grinding” the second description will have two hits, where as the first description will have
none. The semantic search engine is able to interpret that “turning” and “grinding” are both
machining processes and can therefore include the first description in the list of results. The
robustness of the semantic search technique was tested and measured experimentally by
varying the syntax of the suppliers profiles, while not changing the meaning, and running the
search for each new set of profiles and comparing the results.

Figure 9. MSDL vs. Keyword search comparison

6. DESIGN FOR SOURCING (DFS)
The proposed framework, although originally designed to facilitate web-based outsourcing of existing
designs, can also be used in development of automated Design for Sourcing (DFS) tools that
dynamically evaluate and compare various design alternative with respect to supply chain
requirements. Design is no longer an isolated process. Gone are the days of over-the-wall design

approach when designers were merely focused on collecting customer needs and turning them into
product specifications without considering the lifecycle implications of the products they design.
Today, design process is a highly interdisciplinary process that requires accurate consideration of the
requirements of the downstream phases including manufacturing, distribution, use, and retirement. It is
more than two decades that designers actively employ Design for Manufacturing (DFM) and Design
for Assembly (DFA) tools to address the manufacturabilty issues during the build phase. In recent
years, due in part to more strict regulations with respect to environmental impacts of the products,
such as carbon and energy footprints, Lifecycle Analysis (LCA) techniques have also been added to
the tool box of design engineers. However, there has been no focused attempt on considering supply
chain requirements early in design process. Given the fact that supply chain costs comprise a
significant portion of the overall lifecycle costs of a product, it is imperative to strengthen the links
between design and sourcing. Furthermore, as the paradigm of “design anywhere – build anywhere” is
becoming more widespread, it is necessary to assess the portability of the manufacturing processes
associated to a given design alternative in the early stages of product realization process. To this end,
designers need another decision-support system that allows them to evaluate the sourcabilty of
different design alternatives. The proposed supplier discovery framework can provide the necessary
components that can aid designers in arriving at the most sourcable design alternative depending the
envisaged manufacturing location, available technologies, and suppliers capabilities.
7. CONCLUSIONS
Timely configuration of supply chains with required capabilities in distributed environments calls for
precise and rapid evaluation of potential partners. Existing web-based solutions for manufacturing
partner selection highly rely on human users for screening and evaluating potential partners. To
improve the intelligence of search engine in RFQ markets, an ontological approach was proposed in
this work. Through incorporation of logic-based semantics, MSDL enables unambiguous description
of supply and demand entities in terms of manufacturing services. Also, due to its formality, MSDL
enables active involvement of machine agents in supply chain configuration process. Development of
MSDL is a step toward enhancing the automation capabilities of current online markets for
manufacturing services. With a knowledge-based supply chain configuration system, not only will the
duration of supply chain formation be reduced considerably, but also the desirability of the resulting
supply chain will be increased drastically. Through experimental evaluation of the proposed search
algorithms, it was concluded that the semantic search method outperforms the keyword search method
from both precision and robustness perspectives. The feature recognition module embedded in the
web-based system allows for automated formulation of queries based on manufacturing requirements
of parts. The web-based interfaces introduced in this work are the initial modules of a more
comprehensive web-based system that is under development which will be used as a test-bed for
evaluating the proposed semantic search and evaluation methodology based on actual data collected
from contract manufacturers in central Texas area. The conversion of supplier profiles into MSDL
descriptions was performed manually in the reported experimentation. However, in a web-scale
application, it is necessary to automate the conversion process. To address this issue, a solution based
on web-crawling is under investigation. The existing version of MSDL is based on machining
processes. However, its underlying concepts are applicable to all manufacturing processes such as
forming, casting, and joining. Currently the reasoning services used in the search engine is limited to
subsumption checking. However, to reap the real benefits of a formal ontology, more advance
reasoning techniques should be incorporated in the search engine. Other future works in this area
include expansion of MSDL to other manufacturing and development of a multi-agent system for
supply chain deployment.
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